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New Laws

• 2019 1st Special Session Chapter 10 (State Government Finance bills)
• Presidential Nomination Primary (PNP)changes

• Help America Vote Act (HAVA) Appropriation

• Appointing county officers changes 



PNP Primer
• 2018 Law establishing the primary

• Key provisions in the 2018 law included: 
• To be held the first Tuesday in March, 2020*

• Requirement that voter declare political party preference

• Political party preference is public information

• Each party gets its own ballot meaning there could be up to four different 
ballots

• Reimbursement to state, county and cities for certain costs



PNP History
• 2020 Presidential Nomination Primary will be fifth in the state’s history

• 1913 Minnesota Legislature passed a law establishing a PNP in 1916. Voters 
were required to publicly declare party affiliation. The law was repealed in 
1917

• 1949 Minnesota Legislature passed a law establishing a PNP in 1952. All 
candidates appeared on the same ballot. Another PNP was held in 1956. 
The law was repealed in 1959

• 1989 Minnesota Legislature passed a law establishing a PNP in 1992. Voters 
were required to publicly state party preference. In 1995, a law was passed 
suspending further PNP until after 1999. In 1999 the PNP was repealed in 
its entirety.

*Source: MN House Research



2019 PNP Law Changes

• The voter’s political preference is now nonpublic data under the 
Minnesota Government Data Practices Act except it will be made 
available to the four major political party chairs

• Because it is classified as nonpublic data, a Tennessen Warning must 
be given to each voter

• Only the major parties with national conventions are allowed to 
participate in PNP

• The Office of the Secretary of State is given discretion on other 
reimbursements not listed in statute



2019 1st Special Session Chapter 10 - Miscellaneous

• $2 million in grant money for voting equipment and e-Pollbook
purchases (OSS looking at extending deadline for previous grant funds 
as well as allowing reallocation of the funds between equipment and 
e-Pollbooks)

• Article 2 M.S. 375A.1205 – Appointing county officers



HAVA Funds

• 2018 the U.S. Congress appropriated $380 million in grants to states 
to improve the administration of elections for Federal office, including 
to enhance technology and make certain election security 
improvements

• Minnesota’s share was around $6.6 million

• Minnesota law required the Minnesota Legislature to approve the 
funds



Working Group

• OSS formed a working group comprised of county and city officials, a 
representative from the disability community, cybersecurity experts, 
legislators

• Working group broke into five subcommitees (cybersecurity, SVRS, 
communications, equipment and e-Pollbook and auditing)



Cybersecurity Subcommittee

• Eight recommended Department of Homeland Security I/T related 
provisions

• Cybersecurity training for counties and cities (cyber navigator)

SVRS Subcommittee

• Rework of system piece by piece over four year period
• Three new OSS positions I/T business analyst, I/T developer, and 

elections administration specialist



Communications Subcommittee

• Improvements for securing information sharing with counties

• Enhancing website security and accessibility

• Recruiting and training election judges



Equipment and e-Pollbook Subcommittee

• Expand absentee and mail voting accessibility for voters with a 
disability

• Sub grants to local jurisdictions for improved election security and 
accessibility

Auditing Subcommittee
• Hire a consultant specializing in statistical analysis to study 

Minnesota’s post election review and to recommend changes

• Conduct a study of SVRS data sharing partners



Working Groups

• PNP working group

• e-Pollbook working group

• Election Reporting System/Voting Equipment

2020 Auditor Training Conference
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Adversaries:

 Nation-state actors

 Non-state actors

 Cyber criminals motivated by financial gain

Targets:

 Voter registration databases

 Voting systems

 Election reporting systems

 Storage facilities and polling places 

 Public confidence in the integrity of the election

 Election officials and their families

Threats to Election Infrastructure
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Mitigate Internet Vulnerabilities in a Timely Manner 

 Mitigate all high and critical severity level vulnerabilities to internet-accessible systems within 30 days. Vulnerabilities with lower 

severity levels should be reviewed and mitigated within 60 days. 

Strengthen Password Policy and Auditing Processes 

 Use multi-factor authentication and perform regular audits of password policies. Password best practices include ensuring that strong 

passwords are required and that administrators utilize encrypted password vaults.

Implement Network Segmentation 

 Internal network architecture should protect and control access to the entity’s most sensitive systems. User workstations should be 

less trusted and connections to external networks should be isolated, controlled, and monitored.

Have a Plan and Implement Backups 

 Follow established enterprise network best practices for IT infrastructure. This includes implementing a strong patching methodology 

for operating systems and third-party products. Your organization should also create an Incident Response Plan and Continuity of 

Operations Plan.   

Replace Unmaintainable Equipment 

 Use equipment that is maintainable with current security patching. Exceptions should be minimized and isolated.

What You Can Do
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Vulnerability Scanning

 A scanning of internet-accessible systems for known vulnerabilities on a continual basis. As potential issues are 

identified, DHS notifies impacted customers so they may proactively mitigate risks to their systems prior to 

exploitation. Conducted remotely and fully automated. 

Remote Penetration Testing  

 Utilizes a dedicated remote team to assess and identify vulnerabilities and work with customers to eliminate 

exploitable pathways. The assessment simulates the tactics and techniques of malicious adversaries and tests 

centralized data repositories, externally accessible assets, and web applications.   

Phishing Campaign Assessment

 Measures the susceptibility of an organization’s staff to social engineering attacks, specifically email phishing attacks. 

The assessment takes place during a six-week period. An assessment report is provided two weeks after its 

conclusion. The assessment report provides guidance, measures effectiveness, and justifies resources needed to 

defend against and increase staff training and awareness of generic phishing and spear-phishing attacks.

DHS Resources for State and Local Election Officials
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The EI-ISAC is a dedicated resource that gathers, analyzes, and shares information on critical 

infrastructure and facilitates two-way cybersecurity threat information sharing between the public and 

the private sectors.

The EI-ISAC supports the election community through: 

 24 x 7 x 365 network monitoring

 Election-specific threat intelligence

 Threat and vulnerability monitoring

 Incident response and remediation

 Training sessions and webinars

 Promotion of security best practices

Join the Election Infrastructure ISAC
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